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I. Answer the following questions.

25
Roll No.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1) What should we do to make our earth a safe place to live on ?

2) What did Goldilocks see in the forest ?

3) What will happen if all the amphibians die ?

4) What did GoldilockÊs mother tell her always ?

5) Why did her parents called her Goldilocks ?

✁

II. Write meanings for the following.

(3 x 1 = 3)

6) toad

=

.................................................................................................

7) edge

=

..................................................................................................

8) pleasant

=

..................................................................................................
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III. Fill in the blanks using their ‘a little’ or ‘a few’.

(3 x 1 = 3)

9) There are ........................................... birds in the bush. DonÊt go near the bush.
10) We have ................................................. time. We can finish this.
11) We have .................................. surgar in the box. DonÊt throw away the box.
IV. Write True (or) False for the following.

(3 x 1 = 3)

12) The babyÊs limbs are not strong.
13) Some frogs eat snakes and birds.
14) Little birdie rested for sometime.
V. Write the appropriate plural forms of the words.
15) leaf

(3 x 1 = 3)

..............................................................................................

16) beef ..............................................................................................
17) chef ..............................................................................................
VI. Rewrite the following sentences combining them as shown in the example.
Ex. : Amphibians are animals. They can live both on land and in water.

(3 x 1 = 3)

Amphibians are animals which can live both on land and in water.
18) Eagles are birds. They fly very high.
.......................................................................................................................
19) A water can is a container. It holds water.
.......................................................................................................................
20) Cows are animals. They give us milk.
.......................................................................................................................
✫✫✫
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